
Leture 9Algebrai ompati�ation and modularinterpretationMarius van der Put and Jaap TopDepartment of Mathematis, University of GroningenP.O.Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlandsmvdput�math.rug.nl and top�math.rug.nl1 IntrodutionIn setion 9 of Drinfeld's seminal 1974 paper [D℄, results onerning the alge-brai ompati�ation of the moduli spae of rank 2 Drinfeld modules may befound. We will state part of this here and give some omments. Next, someproofs and supplements to his results will be given. In partiular we will givea preise desription how the universal Drinfeld module with a level struturedegenerates over a usp. This appears to be new; it is quite analogous to thegeneralized ellipti urves (n-gons) whih Deligne and Rapoport use in [DR℄ al-though it seems tehnially more triky. The results are strongly motivated bythe desriptions found in the (rigid) analyti theory (Leture 8). In our presentsetup, ompared with Drinfeld's work matters will be simpli�ed in two ways.Firstly, only Drinfeld Fq[T ℄-modules are onsidered. Seondly, when dealingwith level (f)-strutures we restrit to Fq [T ℄[ 1f ℄-shemes.The �rst simpli�ation allows one to avoid onsiderations onerning lassgroups (in our setup projetive modules are free). An additional bene�t is thatDrinfeld Fq [T ℄-modules are in a sense more expliit. Although the neessarymodi�ations needed to over the ase of more general rings ould be ratherinvolved or messy, this �rst simpli�ation does not seem to be a very essentialone.With the seond restrition one avoids an explanation of \level struturesin a harateristi dividing the level". Of ourse Drinfeld's idea of introduingwhat is now alled a Drinfeld level struture has been very important; it hada great impat on redution theory of lassial modular urves (ompare [KM℄,et.). Nevertheless, even without this tehnial aspet it seems worth while totry to desribe a ompati�ation.
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1.1 Drinfeld's resultsUnlike in the other setions, here A will be general; so C=Fq is a smooth,omplete absolutely irreduible urve, 1 is a plae of the funtion �eld Fq(C)and A � Fq(C) is the ring of funtions whih are regular outside 1.Suppose S ! Spe(A) is an A-sheme, L is a line bundle on S, and � :A! EndS(L) is a rank 2 Drinfeld A-module over S.For I � A a nonzero ideal, Drinfeld de�nes a level I-struture on � to be ahomomorphism of A-modules' : (A=I)2 ! L(S);suh that Pf2(A=I)2 '(f), seen as e�etive Cartier divisor over S, is the sameas Ker(�(I)).We will not explain this; for more information about suh a \Drinfeld levelstruture" one may onsult [KM℄. If the points in Spe(A) on whih I vanishesare not in the image of the struture morphism S ! Spe(A), then a level I-struture is simply an isomorphism from the onstant group sheme (A=I)2Sover S to Ker(�(I)).Drinfeld's result is as follows.Theorem 1.1 (Drinfeld) Suppose that at least two prime ideals of A ontainI. Then the funtor assigning to an A-sheme S the set of isomorphism lassesof rank 2 Drinfeld A-modules over S with level I-struture is representable byan A-sheme M2I .This M2I is of �nite type over A, with �bres of dimension 1, and M2I !Spe(A) is smooth outside the primes ontaining I.Moreover, there exists a (unique upto isomorphism) sheme M2I of �nitetype over A, ontaining M2I as an open and everywhere dense subsheme, suhthat (again) M2I ! Spe(A) is smooth outside primes ontaining I, and M2I !Spe(A) is proper.Remarks.1. The assumption that I is ontained in at least two di�erent prime idealsis used by Drinfeld beause he wants to onstrut M2I ;M2I over all ofSpe(A). The idea is that if I � m\ n, then the level I-struture yields alevel m-struture as well, and this struture survives over n 2 Spe(A).A similar idea is well known in the theory of ellipti urves. Here oneuses the `Legendre family' given by y2 = x(x � 1)(x � �) to desribeurves over rings in whih 2 is invertible and the `Hessian family' given2



by x3 + y3 + z3 � 3�xyz = 0 in ases where 3 is invertible. After gluingover rings in whih both are invertible (and if neessary taking quotientsin order to get rid of level 2{ and level 3{strutures in the families above),one �nally obtains moduli spaes over all of Z; ompare [KM℄.2. If one inverts the primes ontaining I , a ring B is obtained. The sameproof skethed by Drinfeld for the theorem above shows, that whenever I issuh that Drinfeld modules with level I-struture have no automorphisms,the restrition of our funtor to B-shemes is representable. The orre-sponding moduli spae and ompati�ation are again denoted M2I ;M2I ,respetively. These are smooth shemes over Spe(B). In fat, they aresimply the restritions (base hanges) to Spe(B) � Spe(A) of the A-shemes whih exist by Drinfeld's theorem.1.2 Some examplesFrom now on we restrit ourselves to the ase A = Fq [T ℄. Motivated by theanalyti ompati�ation (Leture 8), we try to lassify rank 2 Drinfeld moduleswith a level (f)-struture and their degenerations, for f = T and f = T 2.1.2.1 Example: level TThe general way to desribe a rank 2 Drinfeld A-module is by giving the endo-morphism �T = T+A1�+A2�2. This makes sense over the ring A[ 1T ; A1; A2; 1A2 ℄and as a line bundle on its spetrum one takes the trivial bundle (whih orre-sponds to the struture sheaf). A level (T )-struture means that two solutionsX1; X2 of �TX = 0 are given, whih are independent over Fq . This indepen-dene says that no a; b 2 Fq exist, not both 0, suh that aX1 + bX2 = 0. Inother words, it preisely states that the projetive point (X1 : X2) 2 P1 is notFq-rational, hene that Xq1X2 �X1Xq2 6= 0. We an therefore onstrut rank 2modules with level (T )-struture preisely over rings whih are algebras overFq[T; T�1℄[A1; A2; X1; X2℄X1Xq2�Xq1X2=I;where I is the ideal generated by the two elements �T (Xi) = TXi + A1Xqi +A2Xq2i . This ring is in fat equal toFq[T; T�1℄[X1; X2℄X1Xq2�Xq1X2 ;and A1 = T Xq21 X2�X1Xq22(X1Xq2�Xq1X2)q and A2 = T X1Xq2�Xq1X2(X1Xq2�Xq1X2)q . This ring is not quitewhat we want, sine it lassi�es A-Drinfeld modules of rank 2 and level Trather than isomorphism lasses of them. The multipliative group Gm =3



Spe(Fq [u; u�1℄) ats on the ring above by Xi 7! u 
 Xi. This preisely de-sribes all possible isomorphisms. On the setions A1; A2 the ation is given byA1 7! u1�q 
 A1 and A2 7! u1�q2 
 A2. Dividing the algebra above by thisation gives the aÆne ring of Proj(Fq [T; T�1℄[X1; X2℄) n V (Xq1X2 �X1Xq2 ). Inother words, M2(T ) is the projetive line over Fq[T; T�1℄ minus the q + 1 pointsP1(Fq). The sheme M2(T ) must be the projetive line over Fq [T; T�1℄. Theusps are the q + 1 points above.The formulas for �T and A1; A2 do not make sense at the usps. We wantto hange the formulas in suh a way that loally at a usp � looks like a \Tate-Drinfeld module" as desribed in Leture 8. The obvious way to do this is toreplae �T by (X1Xq2 �Xq1X2)�1�T (X1Xq2 �Xq1X2). This yields�T = T + T Xq21 X2 �X1Xq22(X1Xq2 �Xq1X2) � + T (X1Xq2 �Xq1X2)q2�q�2:Outside the usps the level struture is given by XiX1Xq2�Xq1X2 with i = 1; 2.The line bundle L on the projetive line over Fq [T; T�1℄ must be suh thatA1 is a setion of L1�q and A2 is a setion of L1�q2 and the XiX1Xq2�Xq1X2 aremeromorphi setions of L. The degree of L is �q. We take L = O(�q). ClearlyA1 is a setion of O(�q)1�q = O(q2�q) and its set of zeroes is Fq2 nFq. FurtherA2 is a setion of O(�q)1�q2 = O(q3 � q) with zeroes of order q2 � q at thepoints P1(Fq).The XiX1Xq2�Xq1X2 with i = 1; 2 are meromorphi setions of O(�q) withpoles of order at most one at the points of P1(Fq). On the open part X1Xq2 �Xq1X2 6= 0 we have the level struture � : (A=TA)2 ! O(�q)(P1Fq [T;T�1℄) whihmaps (a; b) to the setion aX1+bX2X1Xq2�Xq1X2 . For every usp there is a unique line in(A=TA)2 for whih � extends at the usp. For the usp 0, i.e. the point (1 : 0)this line is 0 � A=TA. Thus we have found a struture like a rank 2 Drinfeldmodule on the line bundle O(�q) on P1Fq [T;T�1℄, whih loally at the uspsP1(Fq) behaves exatly like what was found in the analyti theory (Leture 8).We now suppose that we have hosen oordinates in suh a way, that X = 0de�nes a usp. Moreover, we will assume that the setions in Ker(�T ) whihextend over this usp, in fat redue to Fq . Sine the redued Drinfeld moduleis given by ��T = T + � for some , this implies 0 = ��T (1) = T + , hene = �T . Finally, we demand that the \original" module has the form �T =T �T�+XA2�2. By Hensel's lemma, the setion 1 lifts uniquely to a T -torsionsetion of � over the ompletion of the loal ring at the usp. In the analytitheory and also above, we found an other generator of the torsion with a poleof order 1 at the usp. If we want this other generator to be 1=X , we obtain4



the Drinfeld module with�T = T � T� � TXq2�q(Xq�1 � 1)�2:This is the \Tate-Drinfeld module of rank 2 and level T", as will be de�ned inDe�nition 2.4 below.1.2.2 Example: level T 2We now onsider rank 2 Drinfeld A-modules with level T 2 struture. The an-alyti theory shows that the moduli spaes M2(T 2) 
K1 is not onneted (andhas in fat q onneted omponents). We will see this via an algebrai approahas well for M2(T 2) 
Ksep. We note that M2(T 2) 
K is onneted. This followsfrom a more general result proven in setion 5.We have A=T 2A �= Fq [�℄, with �2 = 0. The diagramFq [�℄� Fq[�℄ ��! Ker�T 2[ # �� [ # �T� � (Fq � Fq) ��! Ker�T�=Fq � Fqshows that rank 2 Drinfeld modules with T 2-struture also arry a level T -struture. Hene it is natural to desribe M2(T 2) as a overing of M2(T ).To this end, start with the ring R = Fq[T; T�1℄[X1; X2℄X1Xq2�Xq1X2 fromthe previous example. Reall that over R the rank 2 Drinfeld module � is givenby �T = T +A1� +A2�2, and A1; A2 are as follows. WriteÆ = X1Xq2 �Xq1X2 = �X2 Y�2Fq(X1 � �X2)and Æ2 = Xq21 X2 �X1Xq22 = X2 Y�2Fq2(X1 � �X2):Then A1 = T Æ2Æq = �T Q�2Fq2nFq (X1 � �X2) � 1Æq�1 and A2 = T � 1Æq�1 .To obtain a level T 2 struture one preisely needs Y1; Y2, possibly in someextension ring of R, whih satisfy �T (Yi) = Xi. The fat that the Xi areindependent over Fq then implies that the Yi generate a free module over Fq[�℄of rank 2. Clearing denominators one �nds that Yi is a zero ofÆq�1Xi � Æq�1TYi + T Y�2Fq2nFq(X1 � �X2)Y qi � TY q2i5



for i = 1; 2. These two polynomials de�ne a homogeneous ideal J in R[Y1; Y2℄.So as before, rings over whih a rank 2A-Drinfeld module with level T 2-strutureare de�ned, are preisely the ~R = R[Y1; Y2℄=J-algebras.An isomorphism of suh a Drinfeld module is given by the usual Gm-ationon the Xi and Yi, so we �nd a natural model for M2(T 2) in P3A[ 1T ℄, de�ned bythe ideal J . The projetion on the Xi oordinates is a well de�ned morphism,orresponding to the natural map from a level T 2 struture to the underlyinglevel T -struture. From the analyti theory one knows that on eah absolutelyirreduible omponent, this projetion has degree q3, and there are q suh om-ponents. This niely agrees with the fat that visibly our projetion map hastotal degree q4.The group Fq � Fq � Fq � Fq = Ker�T �Ker�T ats on our model. Thisis obvious from the equations �T (Yi) = Xi and �T (Xi) = 0; the ation is givenby Y1 7! Y1 � aX1 � bX2 and Y2 7! Y2 � X1 � dX2. The projetion to theX-oordinates is preisely the quotient map for this ation. This means thatthe map from M2(T 2) to M2(T ) is unrami�ed exept possibly over the usps.Note that over the usps ofM2(T ), the losure in P3 of our model is singular.Hene one annot immediately read o� the total number of usps for level T 2from our model. From the analyti theory we know this number to be q3(q+1),and the model given here ontains only q2(q + 1) (singular!) points over theusps for level T .Write M = Fq [�℄e1+Fq [�℄e2 for a �xed free rank 2 Fq[�℄-module. The levelstruture on our Drinfeld module � is given by ' : ei 7! Yi. The ation ofFq�Fq�Fq�Fq hanges this to a level struture ~', with e1 7! Y1�aX1�bX2and Y2 7! Y2 � X1 � dX2. Hene the ation yields an automorphism ~'�1' ofM , given by a matrix � 1 + a� �b� 1 + d� �. From the analyti theory we knowthat the two level strutures de�ne points on the same omponent of the modulispae preisely when this matrix is in the Gl(2; A)-orbit of the identity matrix.This is the ase preisely when a+ d = 0.The above observation allows one to �nd the omponents of our model, atleast for q = 2. Consider the aÆne open part X2 6= 0, and write x = X1=X2; y =Y1=X2; � = Y2=X2. We will work over the �eld L = F2(T )(x). The equation fory reads x2(x + 1)� Tx(x+ 1)y + T (x2 + x+ 1)y2 � Ty4 = 0:This de�nes a degree 4 �eld extension L(y)=L whih is Galois with groupF2�F2(the equation for y is equivalent to �T (y) = x, from whih the assertion isobvious).Proving that the moduli spae in this ase onsists of q = 2 omponents6



now boils down to showing that the remaining polynomialx(x + 1)� Tx(x+ 1)� + T (x2 + x+ 1)�2 � T�4fators in L(y)[�℄. Suppose � is a zero of an irreduible fator. Then (y; �)orresponds to a level struture. Any zero of the polynomial is of the form�+ x+ d with ; d 2 F2. Hene �+ x+ d is a zero of the same fator preiselywhen the orresponding level struture (y; �+ x+ d) gives a point on the sameomponent as (y; �). We have seen above that this is the ase when d = 0. Thismeans that the zeroes of a fator are �; � + x and hene a fatorization shouldhave the form (�2 + x� + a)(�2 + x� + b)for ertain a; b 2 L(y). Comparing oeÆients shows that a; b are in fat ina quadrati extension of L. These sub�elds are easily found, and one obtainsa = (x+ 1)g + (y2 + y)=x and b = x+ 1+ a, in whih g satis�es g2 + g = T�1.This g is not an element of K = F2(T ), but it is ontained in K1 =F2((1=T )). Namely, here g = Pn�0 T�2n . This on�rms the fat that in theanalyti theory all omponents of the moduli spae are de�ned over K1.We now try to ompute the Tate-Drinfeld module of rank 2 and level T 2,as we did for level T . For this, we start with the rank 1 module given by��T = T + � . As before, we want that 1 generates the T 2-torsion (as a moduleover A=(T 2)). This means that (T + �)(T + �)(1) = 0, but (T + �)(1) 6= 0.In other words  6= �T but q+1 + (T q + T ) + T 2 = 0. Fatoring q+1 +(T q + T ) + T 2 = ( + T )(( + T )q�1 + T ), this implies that  is any rootof ( + T )q�1 + T = 0. Note that for q = 2, this de�nes the same extensionof F2(T ) whih we need to separate the omponents of M2T 2 . This is not aoinidene.Next, we want �T = T + � + eXq3�q2�2 and �T 2 (1=X) = 0. This beomesa polynomial in X and e after multipliation by Xq2 . In fat, Xq2�T 2 (1=X) �eq2 + q+1 mod X . Using Hensel's lemma again, this implies that a uniquee 2 A[℄[[x℄℄ exists suh that the T 2-torsion of the orresponding Drinfeld moduleis indeed generated by 1=X and a unit � 1 mod X .2 Tate-Drinfeld modules2.1 Drinfeld modules of rank one and lass �eld theoryIn leture 4 a general survey of lass �eld theory over funtion �elds is given. Inthe sequel we will provide more details about the ase A = Fq[T ℄ and abelianextensions of the �eld K = Fq(T ) whih are totally split at 1. Those results7



are needed for the desription of the Tate-Drinfeld modules of rank two withlevel f .Let R be an A-algebra with struture homomorphism  : A ! R. A rankone Drinfeld module  : A ! Rf�g is determined by  T = (T ) + � with 2 R�. Let f 2 A be a moni polynomial of degree n � 1. A (strong) levelf -struture is an isomorphism � of (the onstant sheaf) f�1A=A to ker( f ; R)(as a sheaf on Spe(R)). Sine the polynomial  f (z) has the form(f)z + �zq + : : :+ 1+q+:::+qn�1zqnthe existene of suh a level struture implies that (f) is invertible in R. In thesequel we suppress  from the notation and we will onsider A[1=f ℄-algebras R.The triple (R; 0; �0) is alled equivalent to (R; �; �) if there is an r 2 R� suhthat  0 = r�1 r and �0 = r�1�. This de�nes a funtor M1(f) from the at-egory of the A[1=f ℄-algebras to the ategory of sets, by M1(f)(R) is the setof equivalene lasses of Drinfeld modules of rank one and with level f aboveR. (The funtor extends to the ategory of A[1=f ℄-shemes). As we know, thisfuntor is representable and we will make this expliit. For this purpose westudy the Carlitz module given by  : A! Af�g with  T = T + � 2 Af�g.From an analyti point of view the Carlitz module is derived from a lattie�A � C for a ertain � 2 C. The Carlitz exponential funtione = e�A = z Y0 6=a2A(1� z�a ) = z + X0 6=a2A( 1�a )q�1zq + �zq2 + : : :is supposed to have the property e(Tz) = Te(z) + e(z)q. The sum � :=P0 6=a2A 1aq�1 2 K1 satis�es j�+ 1j < 1. A alulation shows then� = T q�1p1� T 1�q q�1p�� q�1p�T:In partiular � 2 K1( q�1p�T ). Thus e indues an isomorphism betweenK1( q�1p�T )=�A and K1( q�1p�T ).The solutions of the equation  f (z) = 0 in the �eld K1( q�1p�T ) are thee( g�f ) with g 2 A of degree < n. Hene the equation splits in K1( q�1p�T ).One de�nes the polynomial�(f) := Ya2(A=fA)�(z � e(a�f ));note that �(1) = z. It is lear that the degree of �(f) equals #(A=fA)�. Also,8



when f is not onstant,�(f) = Ya 2 (A=fA)�a � 1 mod f Y2F�q(z � e(a�f )) = Ya 2 (A=fA)�a � 1 mod f (zq�1 � e(a�f )q�1)hene �(f) is a polynomial in zq�1. We now show that �(f) 2 A[zq�1℄. Sinethe zeroes of �(f) are also zeroes of the moni polynomial  f (z) whih hasoeÆients in A, they are integral over A. Hene we only need to show that�(f) 2 K(z). Note that  f (z) =Qdjf; d moni �(d). Let � : A n f0g ! f0; 1;�1gdenote the M�obius funtion, given by �() = 1 for  2 F�q and �(fe11 : : : fess )(with irreduible inequivalent f1; : : : ; fs) is equal to 0 if some ei > 1 and isequal to (�1)s if all ei = 1. Then �(f) = Qdjf; d moni  �(d)f=d . This implies�(f) 2 K(z), and hene �(f) 2 A[zq�1℄ for f 2 A not onstant, as we wantedto prove.We note that �(f) is the equivalent for the Carlitz module (A; ) of thelassial ylotomi polynomial �n. In fat,Lemma 2.1 1. �(f) is the minimal moni polynomial of e( �f ) over K.2. The splitting �eld L of  f (z) over K is equal to L = K(e( �f )) �= K[z℄=(�(f)).3. The Galois group of L=K ats A-linearly on ker( f ; L). The resulting ho-momorphism Gal(L=K)! (A=fA)� is an isomorphism. We will identifythe two groups.4. The integral losure of A in L is A[z℄=(�(f)).5. The �nite ring extension A[1=f ℄ � A[1=f; z℄=(�(f)) is unrami�ed.6. e( �f ) is invertible in A[1=f; z℄=(�(f)) for non-onstant f .7. The extension L=K is the abelian extension of K whih by lass �eld theoryorresponds to the subgroup0�(1 + 1T Fq [[ 1T ℄℄)�Y�jf (1 + fA�) Yother �A��1A =F�qof the idele lass group IK=K� �= �Fq [[ 1T ℄℄� �Q� A��� =F�q . Here the � areprimes of A and A� denotes the orresponding ompletion.9



Proof. (1) It is obvious that �(f) is a moni polynomial with e( �f ) as a root.For onstant f it is z, so we may assume n = deg(f) > 0. Consider anyprime � dividing f . Note that modulo �, the Carlitz module  redues to arank one module  over A=�A. The  f -torsion is a free module over A=�A ofrank at most 1, hene sine  f (z) is not separable, it is 0. This implies that f (z) � zqn mod �. Hene the divisor �(f) of  f (z) � zqn mod � also reduesmodulo � to a power of z, whih shows that all its oeÆients exept the leadingone are divisible by �. Moreover, the onstant term of  f (z)=�(1) is f , henethe divisor �(f) of this has a onstant term whih is a divisor of f . In ase �an be hosen suh that it divides f exatly one, this implies that �(f) is anEisenstein polynomial at the prime �.If f = �n+1 for n > 0 and � irreduible, then observe �(f) = �(�)( �n(z)).This is true beause both sides have as zeroes preisely the elements of Ker( f )whih are not in Ker( �n). It follows that �(f)(0) = �(�)(0), hene one on-ludes that also in the present ase �(f) is Eisenstein at �.The general ase now easily follows: write f = �n11 � : : : � �ntt . The splitting�eld L of �(f) ontains the splitting �elds Li of �(�nii ). These �elds are linearlydisjoint over K, beause Li is totally rami�ed at �i while Lj is unrami�ed at �ifor j 6= i. Hene#(A=fA)� � [L : K℄ �Y[Li : K℄ =Y#(A=�nii A)� = #(A=fA)�whih shows [L : K℄ = #(A=fA)� and hene �(f) is irreduible.(2 and 3) are immediate using the argument above.(4) We may assume that f is not onstant. It suÆes to show that �(f) = 0de�nes a smooth aÆne variety in A2Fq . In other words, we want to verify that�(f) and its derivatives to T and z have no ommon zero. Suppose a ommonzero would exist. Then we have a maximal idealM � A ontaining �(f) and itsderivatives. Sine  f (z) = g ��(f) for some g, one sees by taking the derivativeto z that f 2 M . Hene  f (z) � zqn modM , and therefore z 2 M . A similaromputation, now using that the derivative to T of  f (z)=z is in M , showsthat the derivative f 0 of f to T is in M . This already leads to a ontraditionwhenever all roots of f are simple.In ase f = �m and � irreduible, we omputed in (1) that �(f) = u� + z�for a unit u 2 F�q , hene again taking the derivative to T shows that �0 2 M .Sine � 2M as well, this again gives a ontradition.Finally, the remaining ase is that f = �mg with � irreduible not dividingg, and � 2 M . Sine the zeroes of �(f) are also zeroes of h := �(�m)( g(z)),the latter polynomial is a multiple of the former hene an element of M . Mod-ulo �, so modulo M as well, we have seen that h is a power of  g(z), henealso  g(z) 2 M . Again taking the derivative to T it follows that �0 2 M , aontradition. 10



(5 and 6) are again immediate: If f is not onstant,  f (z)=z is a moni polyno-mial with onstant term f . It is separable over any �eld in whih f 6= 0.(7) The omputation in (1) above shows that the ondutor of our extensionL=K is as asserted, at eah prime dividing f . Moreover, by (5) L=K is unrami-�ed at the primes of A not in f . At the in�nite prime one may argue as follows.Consider the rank one module ' : A! Kf�g given by 'T = T �T� . A alula-tion shows that this module orresponds to a lattie �A with � 2 K1. Hene alltorsion of ' is inside K1. Take u in an extension of K satisfying uq�1 = �1=T .Then  and ' are isomorphi over K(u). More expliitly,  f = u�1'fu forany f 2 A. This means that � is an f -torsion point for  preisely when u�is f -torsion for '. Hene for any non-onstant f the f -torsion generates theextension K1(u) of K1. This extension is totally rami�ed of degree q � 1,whih is what we wanted to prove.Finally, onsider a moni irreduible � 2 A whih does not divide f . Then� mod f 2 (A=fA)� orresponds in (3) to the automorphism �� of L de�nedby ��(e( �f )) = e(��f ) =  g(e( �f )). Write m = deg(�) and let M be a prime ofL over �. From (1) we know that  g(z) � zqm modM . This shows that ��indues the Frobenius on the residue �eld modulo M , ompleting the proof of(7). 2Remark. Consider the rank one module ' given by 'T = T �T� . The proof ofLemma 2.1 (7) implies, that the torsion of this module generates the maximalabelian extension of K whih is totally split at in�nity. The Galois group ofthis extension is isomorphi to Â�=F�q . The f -torsion of ' generates the abelianextension of K orresponding for f(0) 6= 0 to the quotient (A=fA)�. In asef(0) = 0, the quotient (A=fA)�=F�q is obtained. The drawbak of using themodule ' is that it is in fat a module over A[1=T ℄. Hene, for instane, oneannot expet that torsion points are integral at the plae T = 0. One wayto ope with this, is to use a seond module with also period in K1 but nowde�ned over A[1=(T � 1)℄.The ring A[1=f; z℄=(�(f)) with the Drinfeld struture  T = T + � is some-what to big for our purposes. We normalize the Drinfeld struture to � := d�1 dwhere d := e( �f ). Put  = dq�1. The minimal moni equation of  over K is�(f)�, de�ned by �(f)�(zq�1) = �(f)(z).Then �T = T + � and the generator of the level f -struture is now 1. Therelation �f (1) = 0 is a moni polynomial equation for  of degree qn�1q�1 .Let us introdue a variable C and de�ne formally ~� : A ! A[C℄f�g by ~�T =T + C� . The expression ~�f (1) is a moni polynomial in C of degree qn�1q�1 . Fora moni divisor d of f one �nds that ~�d(1) is a divisor of ~�f (1). Further for anyirreduible moni f 2 A one has ~�f (1) = �(f)�. It follows that the polynomial11



~�f (1) in C is the produt of the �(d)� over all moni divisors d of f .Thus we obtain the Drinfeld module (A[1=f; ℄; �; an) whih has a anoniallevel struture given by an : 1=f 2 f�1A=A 7! 1 2 A[1=f; ℄. From Lemma 2.1above one easily derives the following properties:1. The subgroupF�q of the Galois group of L=K ats on e( �f ) as multipliationand thus A[℄ � K1.2. The �nite extension Af := A[1=f; ℄ � A[1=f ℄ is unrami�ed.3.  is invertible in Af .4. The �eld of quotients Kf of Af is an extension of K with Galois group(A=fA)�=F�q and is totally split at 1.5. The �eld Kf is the �eld assoiated by lass �eld theory to the group(A=fA)�=F�q .Proposition 2.2 The funtor M1(f) is represented by Af = A[1=f; ℄ (or itsspetrum). The universal rank one Drinfeld module with level f is (Af ; �; an).Proof. Let an element B 2 M1(f)(R) be given. The equivalene lass B on-tains a unique Drinfeld module (R; ; �) suh that � maps 1=f 2 f�1A=A to1 2 R. Write  T = T + ~� with ~ 2 R�. Then  f (1) = 0 and for everyproper divisor d of f one has that  d(1) 6= 0. As shown above, this impliesthat �(f)�(~) = 0. Hene there is a A-homomorphism h : Af ! R, given byh() = ~, whih transports the Drinfeld struture above Af to (R; ; �). Clearlyh is unique. 2Examples:We give the polynomial �(f)� whih  2 A[1=f; ℄ satis�es, for some f 's.(1) Let f = T 2 +1 2 F3[T ℄. Then  must satisfy the equation 4 + (T 3 + T ) +T 2+1 = 0. This de�nes indeed an �etale extension of A[1=f ℄ of degree 4 in whih is invertible.(2) For f = T 2 Fq[T ℄ one has  = �T .(3) Take f = T 2 2 Fq[T ℄. Let z 6= 0 be a solution of �T (z) = 0 and let�T (1) = z. Then zq�1 = �T and T +  = z. Hene (+ T )q�1+ T = 0, as wasalready shown in setion 1. This equation is irreduible and separable. In fatA[1=T ℄ � A[1=T ℄[℄ is �etale of degree q.(4) Put f = T (T + 1) 2 Fq [T ℄. Let z 6= 0 satisfy �T (z) = 0 and �T+1(1) = z.This yields the equation (+ T + 1)q�1 + T = 0. A trivial solution is  = �T .The irreduible moni polynomial �(T (T + 1))� is (+T+1)q�1+T+T .12



2.2 The Tate-Drinfeld module without levelLet an A-algebra R be given with struture homomorphism  : A ! R. ADrinfeld module of rank two over R is given by a homomorphism � : A! Rf�gwith �T = (T )+ 1� + 2�2 suh that 1 2 R; 2 2 R�. We will attah to this ageometri objet, namely the projetive line P1R over R with its in�nite setion1, the line bundle A1R = P1R n f1g and the A-ation on this line bundle givenby �. Let (t0 : t1) denote the homogenous oordinates of the projetive lineover R. For f 2 A of degree n � 0 one an extend this ation by the formulaf � (t0 : t1) = (tq2n0 : tq2n0 �f ( t1t0 )):This is seen as an analogue of an ellipti urve overR with its natural ation of Z.Tate's ellipti urve E over Z[[q℄℄ lies in P2Z[[q℄℄ and is given by the aÆneequation y2 + xy = x3 + Ax + B with ertain A;B 2 qZ[[q℄℄. Above the openset q 6= 0 of Spe(Z[[q℄℄) this de�nes a \true" ellipti urve. Above q = 0 theaÆne equation redues to y2 + xy = x3, whih de�nes a rational urve with anordinary double point. After removal of this double point the group strutureabove q = 0 is the multipliative group over Z.The obvious analogue for Drinfeld modules is the Tate-Drinfeld module ofrank two given by � : A ! A[[x℄℄f�g with �T = T + � + x�2. The geometriobjet orresponding to this is the projetive line P1A[[x℄℄ with its setion atin�nity1 and the line bundle A1A[[x℄℄ = P1A[[x℄℄nf1g with its A-ation given by�. The ation of f 2 A of degree n � 0 extends to the open set P1A[[x℄℄ nV (x; t0)by the formulaf � (t0 : t1) = (tq2n0 : tq2n0 �f ( t1t0 )):Above the open subset x 6= 0 of Spe(A[[x℄℄) the struture above is an ordinaryDrinfeld module of rank two. Above x = 0 the struture redues to a rank oneDrinfeld module, namely the Carlitz module given by  T = T + � . This seemsto be the anonial hoie for the Tate-Drinfeld module of rank two withoutlevel struture.2.3 The Tate-Drinfeld module with level (f)Tate's ellipti urve E, desribed above, has no level struture. Fix an integern � 3. A level n-struture would be an isomorphism of (the onstant sheaf)(n�1Z=Z)2 with the group of the n-torsion points. We have to extend the base13



Z[[q℄℄ in order to obtain enough torsion points. Above the open subset q 6= 0one needs the extension Z[1=n; �n℄[[q1=n℄℄ of Z[[q℄℄ for this. Above q1=n = 0, thegroup of the n-torsion points is equal to the group of the n-torsion points of themultipliate group (over Z[1=n; �n℄). This group is isomorphi to n�1Z=Z. Inorder to obtain also above q1=n = 0 enough n-torsion points one has to blow upthe speial �bre of E 
 Z[[1=n; �n℄[[q1=n℄℄. This de�nes the N�eron model of theTate urve with level n.The universal family E of \generalized ellipti urves of level n" lives abovethe modular urve X(n) orresponding to level n. For any usp  of X(n) theompletion of the �bre of E at  is the N�eron model of the Tate urve of leveln, desribed above.Fix a moni f 2 A of degree n � 1. The Tate-Drinfeld module withlevel f -struture should have approximately the form � : A ! R[[x℄℄f�g, with�T = T + 1� + 2�2 with 1 2 R[[x℄℄� and 0 6= 2 2 xR[[x℄℄. For x = 0 thestruture should redue to the universal rank one Drinfeld module with levelf . Thus we have R = Af = A[1=f; ℄ and we may normalize the situation suhthat 1 = . Above the open set x 6= 0 the set ker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄) shouldbe isomorphi to the A-module (f�1A=A)2. The element 1 2 R[[x℄℄=(x) is agenerator of the f -torsion of the rank one Drinfeld module. This generatorlifts in a unique way to a generator of ker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄) �= f�1A=A. We tryto normalize the situation by imposing that x�1 is a generator of the fatormodule ker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄)=ker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄). Aording to the next lemmathis is possible and de�nes a unique 2. We �rst note that 2 must have theform exqn(q�1) with e 2 Af [[x℄℄�. Indeed, replae Af by any quotient �eldk = Af=m. A alulation over the �eld k shows that 2 mod m has orderqn(q � 1) with respet to the variable x.Lemma 2.3 The equation xqn�f (x�1) = 0 an be seen as a polynomial equationfor e over the ring A[℄[x℄. It has a unique solution in Af [[x℄℄. This solutionhas the form e 2 �1+q�qn + xqn�qn�1Af [[x℄℄.Proof. Put f =Pni=0 fiT i (with fn = 1) and putP (e) = �q2�q3�:::�qn nXi=0 fixqn(T + � + exqn(q�1)�2)ix�1:One omputes that (T+�+exqn(q�1)�2)ix�1 has the form 1+q+:::+qi�1x�qi+: : :for i = 1; : : : ; n� 1 and 1+q+:::+qn�1x�qn + eq2+:::+qnx�qn + �x�qn�1 + : : : fori = n. Hene P (e) is a polynomial in e with oeÆients in the ring A[℄[x℄. Fromthe above it follows that P (e) 2 (e+ 1+q�qn)+xqn�qn�1Af [[x℄℄[e℄ and that thederivative satis�es P 0(e) 2 1+xqn�qn�1Af [[x℄℄[e℄. If e exists then e 2 �1+q�qn+14



xqn�qn�1Af [[x℄℄. Now we observe that P (�1+q�qn) 2 xqn�qn�1Af [[x℄℄ and thatP 0(�1+q�qn) 2 1 + xqn�qn�1Af [[x℄℄. Applying Newton's approximation one�nds the unique solution e 2 Af [[x℄℄ of the equation. 2De�nition 2.4 The Tate-Drinfeld module of rank two and level f is de�ned by� : A ! Af [[x℄℄f�g with �T = T + � + exqn(q�1)�2, where Af ,  and e arede�ned in (2.1) and (2.2).By Newton's approximation, the anonial mapker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄)! ker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄=(x)) �= f�1A=Ais an isomorphism. Further the elements x�1; �Tx�1; : : : ; (�T )n�1x�1 inker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄) have the formx�1; x�q + : : : ; 1+qx�q2 + : : : ; : : : ;  qn�1�1q�1 x�qn�1 + : : :They are linearly independent over Fq in the fator moduleker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄)=ker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄). Thus the A-module ker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄)is isomorphi to (f�1A=A)2 as required.The Tate-Drinfeld module that we have onstruted above has a ertainuniversal property. We formulate a weak form of this.Proposition 2.5 Let R be an A[1=f ℄-algebra without zero divisors and let aDrinfeld struture  : A! R[[y℄℄f�g be given by  T = T + 1� + 2�2. Supposefurther that(1) 1 2 R[[y℄℄� and 2 2 yR[[y℄℄.(2) ker( f ; R[[y℄℄) is isomorphi to f�1A=A.(3) ker( f ; R[[y℄℄[y�1℄) is isomorphi to (f�1A=A)2.Then there is a homomorphism of A-algebras h : Af [[x℄℄! R[[y℄℄ suh that h(�)is equivalent over R[[y℄℄ with  .Proof. The anonial map ker( f ; R[[y℄℄) ! ker( f ; R[[y℄℄=(y)) is an isomor-phism. After hanging  we may suppose that the last A-module is generatedby 1 2 R. The universality of the rank one module (Af ; � mod (x) ) indues aunique A-linear homomorphism h : Af ! R. Let v 2 R[[y℄℄[y�1℄ n R[[y℄℄ have\minimal negative" order among the elements of ker( f ; R[[y℄℄[y�1℄). Then weextend the homomorphism h to h : Af [[x℄℄! R[[y℄℄ be sending x to v�1 (whihbelongs indeed to yR[[y℄℄). Then h(�) and  have the same f -torsion groups onR[[y℄℄[y�1℄. From this it follows that h(�) =  . 2RemarksThe ondition in the proposition that R has no zero divisors will be removed in15



the sequel by means of the notion of generalized Drinfeld module (of rank twoand with level (f)-struture).The homomorphism h of the proposition indues of ourse an isomorphism ~hbetween the A-modules ker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄) and ker( f ; R[[y℄℄[y�1℄). And infat h is determined by ~h.3 Models for the projetive line over a disretevaluation ringLet R be a disrete valuation ring with �eld of frations L and residue �eldl. The projetive line over L, i.e. P1L, has a standard model P1R over R.Attahed to this model there is a redution map for points, namely the mapP1L(L) �! P1R(R)! P1l (l). The models M of P1L over R that we onsider hereare supposed to have the properties:(a) M is a proper, at sheme over R.(b) The generi �bre M 
R L is isomorphi to P1L.() The speial �bre Ms := M 
R l has at most ordinary double points as sin-gularities.Sine the genus of the speial �breMs is 0, this �bre must be a �nite tree ofprojetive lines over the residue �eld l. For any modelM one de�nes a redutionmap rM for pointsrM : P1L(L) �!M(R)!Ms(l)Lemma 3.1 Let F be a �nite subset of P1L(L) with ardinality � 3. Then thereis a unique model M whih has the following properties:(1) The redution map rM is injetive on F and rM (F ) does not ontain anydouble point of Ms.(2) The speial �bre Ms together with the points rM (F ) form a \stable tree".This means that every irreduible omponent ofMs ontains at least three speialpoints. The speial points of Ms are de�ned to be the union of the double pointsof Ms with rM (F ).Proof. The statement is well known, see [GHP℄. We will sketh another proofof the lemma.Suppose for onveniene that f0; 1;1g � F . The standard model givesas redution a projetive line over l and F is mapped to some points on thisline. If the redution map (restrited to F ) is injetive then we are �nished.If the redution map (restrited to F ) is not injetive then there is a point aon the projetive line whih is the image of more than one point of F . One16



blows up the point a, seen as a point of the surfae M . The new speial �breis a tree with two lines; on eah line there are at least two speial points. IfF is mapped injetively to the regular points of this tree then we stop. Ifnot then one blows up another point et etera. One stops when ondition (1) issatis�es. Condition (2) does not hold neessarily, sine one may have introduedirreduible omponents whih arry only two speial points. Those irreduibleomponents are blown down until (2) is also satis�ed. It is an exerise to showthe uniqueness of the model M for F . 2The lemma is applied to the �eld Fq(x) with as valuation ring the loal ringat x = 0, i.e. the loal ring Fq[x℄(x). For the set F we hoosefFq + Fqx�1 + Fqx�q + : : :+ Fqx�qn�1g [ f1g:The speial �bre RT of the model, given by the lemma and the F above, hasbeen desribed in Leture 8 in detail.In the sequel we will also use the onept of stable n-pointed tree. Let S be asheme and let n � 3. A stable n-pointed tree over S is a morphism � : C ! Swhih has the following properties:1. � : C ! S is a at and projetive morphism of relative dimension one.2. There are given n setions f1; : : : ; fn : S ! C.3. For every geometri point � = Spe(k) of S, the geometri �bre C� is astable tree of projetive lines over the �eld k, i.e.(a) C� is redued(b) Every irreduible omponent of C� is a projetive line over k.() The only singular points of C� are ordinary double points.(d) The images of the fi in C� are distint and do not ontain a doublepoint.(e) On every irreduible omponent of C� there are at least three speialpoints. By a speial point we mean either a double point or an imageof some setion fi.4 A N�eron model of the Tate-Drinfeld moduleThe Tate-Drinfeld module, rank two and level f , was given by �T = T + � +exqn(q�1)�2 with  2 Af � Kf and e 2 Af [[x℄℄�. Put F = ker(�f ; Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄)[f1g. We an onsider this over the disrete valuation ring Kf [[x℄℄. The pre-vious setion produes a model M0 of P1Kf [[x℄℄ over Kf [[x℄℄ with respet to F .17



Let m denote a maximal ideal of Af with residue �eld, say k. Write �F for theimage of F in P1k[[x℄℄. Setion 3 produes again a model Mk of P1k[[x℄℄ over k[[x℄℄with respet to �S. One an ombine all those models in a modelM over Af [[x℄℄of P1Af [[x℄℄ with respet to F whih has the properties:(1) M is projetive and at over Spe(Af [[x℄℄).(2) M 
Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄ is isomorphi to P1Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄.(3) M 
Kf [[x℄℄ is isomorphi to M0.(4) M 
 k[[x℄℄ is isomorphi to Mk for every maximal ideal of Af .In partiular, for every geometri point � of Spe(Af [[x℄℄) the �bre M� is eitheran ordinary Drinfeld module of rank two with level f -struture and ompletedto a projetive line or a generalized Drinfeld module over a �eld as de�ned inLeture 8.The existene of M an be proven as follows. Consider two setions f1; f2of P1Af [[x℄℄. They are two-dimensional smooth subvarieties of the smooth three-dimensional spae. If their intersetion is not empty then they interset trans-versely in a spae isomorphi to Spe(Af ). This is easily seen from the speialform of the setions in F , namely for f� 2 F; f� 6= 0;1 the leading oeÆientis invertible in Af . One blows up all the non-empty intersetions f1 \ f2. Theresult is the model M that has the required properties. We will all M theN�eron model of the Tate-Drinfeld module.It has a lot of struture indued by its �bre P1Af [[x℄℄[x�1℄.1. The open setM� ofM is de�ned by deleting the setion1 and the losureof the irreduible omponents ofM
Kf [[x℄℄=(x) on whih no setions 6=1of F lie. ThenM� has an indued struture of an algebrai group sheme.2. The group law M� �M� ! M� extends to an ation of group shemesM� �M !M . There is an A-ation on the group sheme M�.3. Above x = 0 the group shemeM� is isomorphi toGa;Af �f�1A=A. The�rst term is the additive group over Af = Af [[x℄℄=(x); it has the strutureof the universal rank one Drinfeld module with level f . The seond termis the onstant group above Af with as �bre the A-module f�1A=A. TheA-ation on M� above x = 0 oinides with the one given by this rankone Drinfeld module and the obvious ation on f�1A=A.4. The kernel of f � onM� is equal to the union of the setion f� 2 F; f� 6=1.5. For every geometri point � of Spe(Af [[x℄℄) the �bre M� is either anordinary Drinfeld module of rank two and level f ompleted with a setion1, or a generalized Drinfeld module (rank two and level f) over the �eldorresponding to �. 18



5 The ompati�ation of M2(f)
A[1=f ℄In [D℄ ,x9 the ompati�ation ofM2, this is the projetive limit of all the Drin-feld modular urves M2I , is produed in an adeli way from M1, whih is theprojetive limit of the shemes M1I . A diret onsequene is the existene of amorphismM2 !M1. In partiular one obtains, for any nontrivial ideal I of A,an embedding of the oordinate ring O(M1I ) into O(M2I ), the one of M2I .Unfortunately we are unable to understand this onstrution. To the best ofour knowledge, this onstrution of Drinfeld has not been developed in moredetail.One of our goals in this setion is to give an expliit onstrution of the om-pati�ation of M2I and the morphism M2I !M1I in the speial ase A = Fq [T ℄and over the ring A[1=f ℄, where I = (f).The other aim of this setion is to make the N�eron struture above the usps ofthe ompati�ation �M2(f) expliit and to formulate a moduli funtor whih isrepresented by �M2(f).Put Z := M2(f)
 A[1=f ℄. Our aim is to onstrut its ompati�ation Ẑtogether with all its Drinfeld data. Let us ollet the information that we haveabout Z .Aording to leture 2, the following struture lives above Z : a line bun-dle L, a rank two Drinfeld module � : A ! End(L) with �T = T + 1� +2�2, 1 2 L1�q, 2 2 L1�q2 and 2 nowhere vanishing, plus a level stru-ture � : (f�1A=A)2 ! ker(�f ; L). We also know that Z is aÆne and thatZ ! Spe(A[1=f ℄) is smooth of relative dimension 1. For every � 2 Gl(2; A=fA)one an onsider the Drinfeld module (Z ; L; �; ��). From the universality of(Z ; L; �; �) one obtains an automorphism ~� of Z suh that (Z ; ~�L; �; ~��) isequivalent with (Z ; L; �; ��). The kernel of the homomorphism � 7! ~� is equalto F�qid. In this way Gl(2; A=fA)=F�q ats as a group of automorphisms on Z .The quotient of Z by this ation is A1A[1=f ℄. The morphism Z ! A1A[1=f ℄ isexpliitly given by the map j : Z ! A1A[1=f ℄ with the formula j = q+112 .Aording to leture 8, the urve Z 
 K1 oinides with the analyti objetGl(2; A)n(
�Gl(2; A=fA)). The analyti ompati�ation Z and the Drinfelddata on it have been desribed in (4.4.4) of leture 8. We reall that Z has#(A=fA)�=F�q omponents.An expliit desription of Z .The setion �(1=f; 0) of L vanishes nowhere and we an therefore identify Lwith OZ and this setion with 1 2 O(Z) = OZ(Z). The setion �(0; 1=f) isthen an element y 2 O(Z) and also 1; 2 are elements of O(Z). Further, for19



any non-zero element � 2 (f�1A=A)2 the element �(�) 2 O(Z) is invertible.This easily leads to the following desription of the ring O(Z):O(Z) = A[1=f ℄[1; 2; �12 ; y℄lo with � given by �T = t+1�+2�2. The only re-lations (between the 1; 2; y) in this ring are given by �f (1) = 0 and �f (y) = 0.The ring is loalized at the �nite set onsisting of all elements �g1(1) + �g2(y)where g1; g2 2 A are polynomials of degree < n, not both zero.De�nition of the sheme YThe next thing that we want to onstrut is an A[1=f ℄-algebra R suh that itsassoiated aÆne sheme Y over A[1=f ℄ will later be \an aÆne neighbourhoodof a usp of Ẑ ".Consider the ring R = A[1=f ℄[; �1; e; x℄lo and � given by �T = T + � +exqn(q�1)�2, having the only relations �f (1) = 0 and xqn�f (x�1) = 0. Notethat this makes sense sine by Lemma 2.3 xqn�f (x�1) is indeed an elementof A[1=f ℄[; �1; e; x℄. The loalization is taken with respet to the �nite setxqm2 (�g1(1) + �g2(x�1)), where g1; g2 2 A are polynomials (not both zero) ofdegrees m1;m2 < n. In ase g2 = 0 the expression xqm2 is by de�nition 1.Again, all the expressions are well de�ned.Lemma 5.1(1) R=xR with its Drinfeld data is isomorphi to Af [[x℄℄=(x) with the Drinfelddata indued by the Tate-Drinfeld module Af [[x℄℄ de�ned in (2.3).(2) The ompletion of R with respet to the ideal xR with its Drinfeld data isisomorphi to the Tate-Drinfeld module Af [[x℄℄.(3) e is invertible in R.(4) R[x�1℄ with its Drinfeld data is isomorphi to O(Z)[�11 ℄.(5) R is smooth over A[1=f ℄ of relative dimension one.Proof. (1) Aording to the expliit expression for xqn�f (x�1) in (2.2), R=xRis isomorphi to A[1=f ℄[; �1; e℄lo=(�f (1); e+ 1+q�qn). Thus R=xR is isomor-phi to the ring Af [[x℄℄=(x) = Af (inluding its Drinfeld data).(2) The same thing holds for R=xkR for any k � 1, i.e. R=xkR is isomorphito Af [[x℄℄=(xk) (inluding the Drinfeld data). We onlude that the ompletionof R with respet to the ideal xR (i.e. the projetive limit of the R=xkR) isisomorphi to Af [[x℄℄ (inluding the Drinfeld data). We note further that R=xRis smooth over A[1=f ℄ and that e is invertible in R=xR.(3) Suppose that e is not invertible in R and let M � R be a maximal idealwhih ontains e. Put k = R=M . From (2) above it follows that x is invert-ible in k. Sine e = 0 in k, the Drinfeld struture on k is that of a rank oneDrinfeld module. The f -torsion of this module ontains the images in k of the�g1(1) + �g2 (x�1) 2 R[x�1℄. This module is still isomorphi to (f�1A=A)2,20



whih ontradits the observation that the Drinfeld module over k has rank 1.Thus e is invertible in R.(4) Consider the A[1=f ℄-homomorphism O(Z)[�11 ℄ ! R[x�1℄, given by 1 7!; 2 7! exqn(q�1); y 7! x�1. This has an inverse given by  7! 1; x 7!y�1; e 7! 2yqn(q�1). It is lear that this isomorphism of A[1=f ℄-algebras pre-serves the Drinfeld data.(5) From (4) it follows that R[x�1℄ is smooth over A[1=f ℄. Combining this withthe isomorphism R=xR �= Af found in (1) and the fat (proved in setion 2.1)that Af is unrami�ed over A[1=f ℄, we onlude that R is smooth over A[1=f ℄.2Lemma 5.2(1) Y 
K1 has #(A=fA)�=F�q omponents, as is shown in leture 8.(2) Y 
K1 has an embedding as an open subset of Z. The losed subset, givenby x = 0, is then identi�ed with a set C onsisting of #(A=fA)�=F�q usps ofZ. On eah omponent of Y 
K1 there lies one point of C.(3) The stabilizer H � Gl(2; A=fA)=F�q of Y 
 K1 as subset of Z is (up toonjugation) the subgroup of the matries (hi;j) withh1;1 2 (A=fA)�; h1;2 = 0; h2;1 2 A=fA; h2;2 2 F�q :(4) Y is onneted.(5) Z is onneted.Proof. (1) The open subset of Y 
K1, given by x 6= 0, is identi�ed with theopen subset of Z 
 K1 de�ned by 1 6= 0. The latter is known to have thisnumber of omponents.(2) The open subset x 6= 0 of Y
K1 is identi�ed with the open subset 1 6= 0 ofZ
K1 by lemma (5.1). Moreover one hooses an isomorphism of Z
K1 withthe aÆne part of Z. In this way Y 
K1 is embedded in Z. The losed subsetx = 0 of Y 
K1 has aÆne ring Af 
K1 and thus onsists of #(A=fA)�=F�qpoints whih are rational over K1. Clearly this is identi�ed with a set C ofusps of Z. We note that the group G := Gl(2; A=fA)=F�q ats on Z and Z ina ompatible way. The subgroup whih preserves the omponents of Z is equalto the image of fM 2 Gl(2; A=fA)j det(M) 2 F�qg in G.In order to determine the nature of this set C we study the loalization withrespet to x of the formal ompletion at x = 0 of Y 
K1. This is the Drinfeldmodule � : A! (Af
K1)[[x℄℄[x�1℄f�g with �T = T+�+exqn(q�1)�2 and withlevel struture given by (1=f; 0) maps to the unique element in ker(�f ; (Af 
K1)[[x℄℄) with image 1 in (Af 
K1)[[x℄℄=(x) and (0; 1=f) maps to x�1. Onthis struture the Galois group of Af=A[1=f ℄ ats. This ation is trivial on the21



level struture and is nontrivial on �T . We will hange � into an equivalent  suh that the ation of the Galois group is trivial on  and ats nontrivially onthe level struture. There is a u 2 (Af 
K1)� suh that u1�q = �T . Then := u�u�1 has the form  T = T �T� +axqn(q�1)�2 with a 2 (Af 
K1)[[x℄℄�.This  is invariant under the Galois group of Af=A[1=f ℄ beause the oeÆient�T of � is invariant. We note that this Galois group is isomorphi to the group(A=fA)�=F�q . The ation of this Galois group on the level permutes the pointsof C.For a �xed point 0 of C its stabilizer in G an be identi�ed with the subgroupH0 of G onsisting of the matries (hi;j) with h1;1; h2;2 2 F�q ; h1;2 = 0; h2;1 2A=fA.It an be alulated that every element in the Galois group of Af=A[1=f ℄ an belifted to an element of H , de�ned in the lemma. This yields a homomorphismof this Galois group to H=H0, whih an be shown to be an isomorphism. As aonsequene one �nds that there lies a point of C on every omponent of Z.(3) The group H stabilizes the set C. A ounting of the usps shows that H isin fat the stabilizer of C. The open subset Y 
K1 nC is invariant under thewhole group G. Thus H is also the stabilizer of Y 
K1.(4) and (5). The element x 2 O(Y) = R annot be idential zero on any ompo-nent of Y sine the losed subset x = 0 of Y has relative dimension 0. Similarly,1 2 O(Z) annot be idential zero on a omponent of Z . Moreover the opensubsets x 6= 0 of Y and 1 6= 0 of Z are isomorphi. Therefore (4) and (5) areequivalent.In order to prove (4) we remark that it suÆes to show that R has no idempo-tents 6= 0; 1. Let h 2 R be an idempotent. Then the image of h in R=xR = Afis 0 or 1. We may suppose that the image is 0 and so h 2 xR.The morphism R! R
A[1=f ℄K1 is injetive, sine R is a at A[1=f ℄-module.Therefore h an be onsidered as an idempotent funtion on Y 
 K1. Sineh 2 xR, the funtion h has a zero on eah omponent of Y 
K1. Thus h isidentially 0. 2Constrution of Ẑ .This spae is obtained by gluing opies of Y to Z . Let U denote the open subsetof Z , de�ned by 1 6= 0. From the proof of lemma (5.1) we obtain an expliitisomorphism h of the open subset x 6= 0 of Y with U . For the moment we denotethe result of gluing Y and Z over U (by means of h) by ~Z. We note that ~Z isseparated. For this we have to verify that the map O(Y)
A[1=f ℄ O(Z)! O(U)is surjetive. This is a onsequene of O(Y)[x�1℄ = O(U) and x�1 2 O(Z). Itis further lear that ~Z is smooth over A[1=f ℄ of relative dimension one.The (hosen) isomorphism of Z 
 K1 with the aÆne part of Z extends in aunique way to an embedding of ~Z 
K1 in Z.22



From (5.3) one onludes that the subgroupH of G whih stabilizes ~Z
K1onsists of the triangular matries (gi;j) 2 G with diagonal entries g1;1 2(A=fA)�; g2;2 2 F�q and further g1;2 = 0; g2;1 2 A=fA. Let S denote a setof representatives of G=H . Then [�2S�(C) is preisely the set of all usp ofZ. As a onsequene Z is the union of the �( ~Z 
K1) taken over all � 2 S.Further, any two of those open subsets (with distint �'s) interset in Z 
K1.This is used in the onstrution of Ẑ .For eah � 2 S we onsider a opy Y� of Y . Every Y� is glued to Z by usingthe isomorphism �h between the open subset x 6= 0 and U . The resulting spaeis alled Ẑ . Again, by gluing one obtains a line bundle, again denoted by L, onẐ and a homomorphism � : A! End(L). The �nite morphism j : Z ! A1A[1=f ℄extends to a morphism j : Ẑ ! P1A[1=f ℄.Theorem 5.3(1) Ẑ is separated, onneted and smooth of relative dimension one over A[1=f ℄.(2) j : Ẑ ! P1A[1=f ℄ is a �nite morphism. In partiular Ẑ is the integral losureof P1A[1=f ℄ in the �eld of frations of O(Z). The group Gl(2; A=fA)=F�q ats onẐ and the quotient of Ẑ by this ation is P1A[1=f ℄.(3) Ẑ is proper over A[1=f ℄.(4) Ẑ 
K1 is isomorphi to Z.(5) The ring of global funtions O(Ẑ) on Ẑ is isomorphi to Af . In partiular,there is a morphism Ẑ !M1(f).(6) The onneted omponents of Ẑ 
A[1=f ℄ Af are absolutely irreduible andremain irreduible after tensoring with K1 over the subring Af of K1.Proof. (1) The de�nition of the spae Ẑ yields an obvious aÆne overing fUig,i.e. Z and the Y� with � 2 S. All the intersetions Ui \ Uj (with i 6= j)are equal to the aÆne spae U . For i 6= j one has to verify that the mapmi;j : O(Ui) 
A[1=f ℄ O(Uj) ! O(U) is surjetive. In the ase of Y� and Z thisfollows from O(U) = O(Y�)[x�1℄ and x�1 2 O(U). In the ase of Y�1 and Y�2with �1 6= �2 one has again O(U) = O(Y�1 )[x�1℄. From �1H 6= �2H one andedue that the images of ker(�f ; O(Y�1 ) and ker(�f ; O(Y�2 ) in O(U) generateker(�f ; O(U)). It follows that x�1 lies in the image of mi;j and thus mi;j isagain surjetive. This proves that Ẑ is separated. Sine eah Ui is smooth andof relative dimension one over A[1=f ℄, also Ẑ is smooth over A[1=f ℄ of relativedimension one.(2) The preimage F of the in�nite setion of P1A[1=f ℄ is equal to the disjointunion of the losed subspaes x = 0 of the Y� and thus isomorphi to #S opiesof Spe(Af ). The rami�ation is everywhere qn(q � 1). For every geometri23



point � of Spe(Af ) the �bre F� has the orret number of points. From thisone onludes that j is �nite. The remaining part of (2) is obvious.(3) follows from (2).(4) is obvious from the onstrution.(5) and (6) From Ẑ onneted, smooth and proper over A[1=f ℄, one draws theonlusion that the domain O(Ẑ) is �nite and unrami�ed over A[1=f ℄. Thegroup G := Gl(2; A=fA)=F�q ats on Ẑ and on O(Ẑ). De�ne the normal sub-group H of G by H := fB 2 Gl(2; A=fA)j det(B) 2 F�q g=F�q . We laim that Hats trivially on O(Ẑ). Indeed, the analyti theory tells us that O(Ẑ)
K1 isthe ring of the global setions of Ẑ 
K1. The group G also ats on the ana-lyti urve and one easily sees that the group H stabilizes every omponent ofẐ 
K1. Thus H ats trivially on O(Ẑ)
K1 and also on O(Ẑ). The quotientgroup G=H is isomorphi to A�=F�q and the invariants under this group atingupon O(Ẑ) equals A[1=f ℄ by (2). Finally, the analyti theory also tells us thatO(Ẑ) 
K1 is a produt of opies of the �eld K1. Thus the �eld O(Ẑ) 
Kis an abelian extension of K, totally split at the plae 1, and the ring O(Ẑ)is a �nite unrami�ed extension of A[1=f ℄. The lass �eld theory, explained insetion 2.1, implies that O(Ẑ) is isomorphi to Af . The remaining statementsof (5) and (6) are easy onsequenes of the proof given above. 2The line bundle L above Ẑ is ompleted in the obvious way to a bundle ofprojetive lines whih we will denote by PL. Let F denote the set (f�1A=A)2 [f1g. Outside the usps there is for every � 2 F a setion of PL. Eah setionhas an obvious extension to Ẑ . Those setions still interset above the usps.As in setion 4, one an blow up the (non-empty) intersetions of setions. Letus all pr :M ! Ẑ the result. M has a lot of struture indued by the Drinfelddata above the open part Z .1. pr :M ! Ẑ is a stable F -pointed tree, where F is the set (f�1A=A)2[f1gand where � : F ! f setions of prg is �xed.2. Let M� denote the open subset of M obtained by deleting the in�nitesetion and above every usp of Ẑ the irreduible omponents whih donot arry points of �((f�1A=A)2). Then pr� :M� ! Ẑ has the strutureof a group sheme with an A-ation on it.3. The group law M� �M� ! M� extends to an ation of a group shemeM� �M !M .4. The restrition of � to the map �� : (f�1A=A)2 ! f the setions of pr�gis an isomorphism between the onstant sheaf of A-modules on Ẑ and thekernel of the multipliation by f on M�.24



5. Above Z , one has that M� with its group struture and A-ation is iden-tial with the Drinfeld data above Z .6. The formal �bre of M above any usp is isomorphi to the N�eron modelof the Tate-Drinfeld module studied in setion 4.6 Generalized Drinfeld modules over a shemeIt is possible to produe a more or less natural funtor F from the olletionof A[1=f ℄-shemes to the ategory of sets whih is represented by the shemeẐ (with its Drinfeld data). For a sheme S over A[1=f ℄, F(S) is the set ofisomorphy lasses of generalized Drinfeld modules of rank two and level f aboveS. We propose the following de�nition of a generalized Drinfeld module of ranktwo and with level f over S:1. A stable F -pointed tree pr : C ! S, where F is the set (f�1A=A)2 [f1gand where � : F ! f setions of prg is �xed.2. Let C� denote the open subset of C suh that every geometri �bre ofpr� : C� ! S is equal to the geometri �bre of pr where �(1) and theirreduible omponents whih do not arry points of �((f�1A=A)2) aredeleted. Then pr� : C� ! S is supposed to have a struture of groupsheme with an A-ation.3. The group law C� � C� ! C� extends to an ation of a group shemeC� � C ! C.4. The restrition of � to the map �� : (f�1A=A)2 ! f the setions of pr�gis an isomorphism between the onstant sheaf of A-modules on S and thekernel of the multipliation by f on C�.5. For every geometri point � of S the �bre C� is either an ordinary Drinfeldmodule of rank two and level f ompleted with a setion 1, or a general-ized Drinfeld module (rank two and level f) over the �eld orrespondingto �.6. Let the losed point s 2 S have a �bre Cs whih is a not a projetiveline. Then there exists a homomorphism � : Af [[x℄℄ ! ÔS;s suh thatM 
Af [[x℄℄ ÔS;s is isomorphi as sheme to C �S Spe(ÔS;s).The last ondition is not very natural. It seems possible to replae this bya more natural one, at the ost of rather tehnial statements and proofs.It is obvious what is meant by an isomorphism of generalized Drinfeld modulesover S. Thus the funtor F is well de�ned.25



The de�nition above is omposed suh that M ! Ẑ is the universal gener-alized Drinfeld module of rank two and with level f . We will not give a proofof this.Referenes[DR℄ P. Deligne and M. Rapoport, Les sh�emas de modules de ourbes ellip-tiques, in Modular Funtions of One Variable II (P. Deligne and W. Kuijk,eds), Springer-Verlag, Berlin et., LNM 349, 1973 (2nd orreted printing1986), pp. 143{316.[D℄ V. G. Drinfeld, Ellipti Modules, Math. USSR Sbornik 23 (1974),pp. 561{592.[GHP℄ L. Gerritzen, F. Herrlih and M. van der Put, Stable n-pointed trees ofprojetive lines, Pro. KNAW Series A 91 (1988), pp. 131-163.[KM℄ N. Katz and B. Mazur, Arithmeti Moduli of Ellipti Curves. PrinetonUniv. Press, Prineton, New Jersey, 1985.
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